Start the day off in your classroom with this durable nylon Calendar & Weather Pocket Chart. This pocket chart is a great aid for exploring days of the week, dates, months, years, weather, seasons, holidays, and special events. This pocket chart comes with 136 colorful cards that create fun and engaging discussions between the teacher and students.

The Calendar & Weather Pocket Chart has transparent pockets to display days of the week, the month, year, dates, weather, and season. There are three storage pockets at the bottom of the chart to keep cards organized when not in use. The pocket chart is washable and can easily hang from a bulletin board or our Pocket Chart Stand (LER 2196).
Expand your collection of Pocket Chart teaching tools with these Learning Resources® products:

LER 2196 Pocket Chart Stand
LER 2197 Rainbow™ Pocket Chart
LER 2206 Standard Pocket Chart
LER 2255 Organization Station®
LER 2520 Scheduling Pocket Chart

Contents:

- 31 Date Cards
- 12 Month Cards
- 4 Season Cards
- 51 Special Events Cards/Holiday Cards
  This includes some cards that can have multiple uses. For example, the flag card can be used for patriotic holidays like Flag Day, Memorial Day, and Veteran’s Day. The party cards can be used for any day that you want to have a celebration. The present cards are great to use for Father’s Day, Mother’s Day or even birthdays. The tooth that is included is perfect for acknowledging the important event of losing a tooth. Also please use the blank cards that are provided to make your own cards for the holidays that you feel are needed that are not included.
- 12 Blank Cards
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